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Greenpeace has been branded an 'evil organisation' which has 'lost concern for humans' in an
astonishing attack by its own co-founder.
Ecologist Dr Patrick Moore, who quit Greenpeace in 1986, has launched a scathing criticism of the
activist group, which he insisted has lost its humanitarian roots.
His attack on the organisation he helped create comes as former Environment Secretary Owen
Paterson campaigns against the 'self-serving' and 'highly-paid' network of environmental pressure
groups he calls the 'green blob'.
Dr Moore told BBC Radio 4's Today Programme: 'My problem with Greenpeace is they have lost
any humanitarian roots they had.
'When we started Greenpeace it was to stop nuclear war and the destruction of human civilisation,
that of course is the "peace" in Greenpeace.
'The "green" is the environment and that's good as well, but they lost the concerns for humans...
They have turned, basically, into an evil organisation.'
He gave the example of so-called 'golden rice', a crop enriched with vitamin A which supporters say
would help millions of the world's poorest people improve their diet.
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Dr Moore said the fact that Greenpeace
opposed the idea showed that they no longer
care about people.
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Dr Moore helped found Greenpeace in 1971
while PhD student in ecology, but he later left the
group, claiming it had become more interested
in politics than science.
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He is now a proponent of nuclear energy and is
sceptical about sole human responsibility for
climate change.
Dr Doug Parr, chief scientist at Greenpeace,
later shrugged of the criticisms made of his
organisation.
He said: 'When we do campaigns, we look at
influence, we look at impact and we are very,
very mindful to incorporate social and economic
issues into what we do, because otherwise
campaigns won't work.

+3
Dr Patrick Moore has launched a scathing attack on
Greenpeace, the organisation he helped co-found
in the 1970s, saying it has become 'evil'
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A representative of Greenpeace has said the organisation always considers the social effects of its
campaigns

'There's not going to be some kind of green dictatorship which imposes these decisions on
anybody.'
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The row comes after Pascal Husting, Greenpeace International’s Programme Director, was
exposed earlier this year as having commuted the 250 miles between Luxembourg and Amsterdam
by plane since 2012.
Each trip is believed to have cost Greenpeace £200 and would have generated 142kg of carbon
dioxide emissions, it was said.
Dr Parr said Mr Husting's behaviour was 'a mistake' and 'should never have happened'.
On the organisation's position of golden rice, he said: 'The thing about golden rice is it's a leastfavourable option and it doesn't actually exist yet, it's been many years in proposal and... it doesn't
work
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'The real solution to this is a proper, balanced diet like the home gardening initiatives in Bangladesh
have achieved.'
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+3
Dr Patrick Moore (pictured in 1977 while still part of the organisation) has now hit out at the activist group
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Elliot, Northern Territory, Australia, 2 days ago

Greenpeace is little more than a crime syndicate. They trespass on private property, they
destroy and vandalise private property, and ruin scientific work being done for humanity. It's
always fun to enter a debate with their young, spotty and naïve money collectors on a street
corner!
Click to rate
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Nate Grissom, Oakland, United States, 2 days ago

Moore was never a found and he's since gone on to build his "career" on this faulshood. If you
don't like Greenpeace that's fine, but making your life's work about critizing them is just sad.
Click to rate
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siegfried, Sheffield, 2 days ago

You lie. Dr. Moore WAS a founder. Denials from Greenpeace are a desperate, craven,
hypocritic attempt to defend themselves against criticism from a respected scientist.
Click to rate
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Mervyn Sullivan, Leanyer, Australia, 3 days ago

Do you remember the documentary titled "The Great Global Warming Swindle"? Watch it (on
You Tube) and you will understand exactly what Dr Moore is saying.
Click to rate
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Phoggy, Colchester, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Looks like the French had it right in the first place.

collywob, biggar, 3 days ago
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Just another business these days, albeit one intent on getting rid of the human race.
Click to rate
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Stephen, Lancs, 3 days ago

How can a non-violent organization that only attempts to help people and the environment be
evil? Considering the real evil done today, I suggest that it is those who are saying this who are
acting in a evil way.
Click to rate
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Stephen, Lancs, 3 days ago

Dr Patrick Moore is not the founder of Greenpeace. If you check their website they have a
copy of Dr Patrick's Moore's application form, which proves that he didn't even apply for
membership until after the organization started. In addition for the last 28 years, Dr Patrick
Moore has made his living by supporting the companies he used to protest against, playing on
his supposed Greenpeace credentials.
Click to rate
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siegfried, Sheffield, 2 days ago

Dr. Moore played a major role - possibly the most important role - in the very earliest
days of Greenpeace in getting it organised, bringing it to public recognition and
generating a sound scientific ethical basis for its activities. He left when some of those
who joined later started using pseudo-science to justify attention-grabbing activities,
just for the sake of publicity - characteristic of Greenpeace today. He is, and was, the
founder of the original Greenpeace environmental goals.
Click to rate
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Delta, Boston, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

Greenpeace cause trouble with their anti-human attitude, they're all about controlling people.
Click to rate

42

While I agree that Greenpeace is evil, I believe that GM foods are more evil and will result in
irrepairable damage to all human kind.
57

28

PontiusPilot, Brighton, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

How?
Click to rate
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shirley, Bristol, United Kingdom, 3 days ago

The Daily Mail should get its facts right. Dr Patrick Moore WAS NOT one of the original
founders of Greenpeace, but an early member and a right troublemaker. He is no genuine
environmentalist but a paid stooge for industry and other vested business interests. He is taking
his 30 pieces of silver each day .
Click to rate
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The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views
of MailOnline.
We are no longer accepting comments on this article.
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Icebergs ahead of
performance on X
Factor
Cheryl's new husband
in £100k claim against
Reveal magazine for
'highly intrusive' story
about his family life
Says it breached his
human rights
Tum tease! Little Mix's
Perrie Edwards flashes
just a hint of midriff in
navy silk shirt as she
arrives at radio studios
with bandmates
Never unwilling to bare
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Tess Daly oozes
elegance in floor-length
gown... while Claudia
Winkleman puts her
pins on display in violet
bell-shaped dress as
they present Strictly
She's a hippie chick!
Vanessa Hudgens
shows off her taut
tummy and slender
legs in tie-dye crop top
and black tights
Spring Breakers star
Where's mom? Josh
Duhamel gives his
precious boy Axl a lift
while visiting Fergie on
set of her new music
video
She's hard at work
Serena Williams
accuses Russian tennis
chief of 'sexist, racist
and bullying' remarks
after he said she and
Venus were 'scary' to
look at

MORE DON'T MISS
'It's a hat... it's Fozzi
bear!' Lady Gaga shows
off her other cute pooch
by wearing him on her
head in silly snap
Has she mad a fashion
boo-boo?
Late night lovers: A
tired Margot Robbie
leaves Steam & Rye
night club wearing LBD
with boyfriend Tom
Ackerley
Not so glamorous
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Has Cressida Bonas
had her teeth tinkered
with?
She is the last person I
who needs a makeover,
but it seems she is in the
midst of one
Kate Mara embraces
the new season in
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pretty autumnal outfit
during morning coffee
date with stylist bestie
Johnny Wujek and her
mom

Having a hoot!
Kimberly Stewart and
stepmom Penny
Lancaster get into the
Halloween spirit early
as they take their
children to a costume
party
Emily Ratajkowski
wows in stylish olive
green and black optical
illusion bodycon dress
as she promotes Gone
Girl in Ireland
Chocolate brown locks
Cheeky surprise!
Made In Chelsea
star Alex Mytton jets to
Canada to visit latest
conquest Irish model
Nicola Hughes
Another memory lapse?
It's in his blood!
Charlie Hunnam can't
shake his Sons Of
Anarchy alter ego as he
zips around on a
motorcycle on a day off
from filming
Left biker vest at home
Quite the fashion
palette! Jennifer Garner
stands out in fuchsia
frock alongside prettyin-pastel Rachel Zoe at
The Pink Party
Captured the spotlight
Mankle mania! Simon
Pegg goes sock-free as
he hits red carpet with
wife Maureen at Kill Me
Three Times premiere
Leading edge of shoe
fashion
Paula who? Robin
Thicke smiles his way
through the pumpkin
patch as he spends
quality time with son
Julian in the wake of
divorce filing
She's no shrinking
violet! Cindy Crawford
stands out in a vibrant
blue shirt-dress that
showcases her long
supermodel legs on an
outing in Malibu
Spa day! A fresh-faced
Lea Michele bares her
back in a revealing tank
top as she treats
herself to some
pampering
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Abiding by the motto 'work
hard, play hard'

Living the high (end)
life! Justin Bieber and
Lil Twist dress down as
they drop some cash at
luxurious Beverly
Hills retailers
Enjoying single life
Green goddess!
Emmy Rossum
displays her trim figure
in a charming jade
dress as she attends
Carmel International
Film Festival
Caroline Flack and
Jake Wood top the
Strictly Come Dancing
leaderboard... knocking
Frankie Bridge into
second place with Pixie
Lott
'They separated a
number of weeks ago':
Carol Vorderman splits
from pilot boyfriend
Graham Duff after two
year romance
End of love for Red Arrow
Kendall Jenner cuts a
slender figure in her
workout gear as she
shops for MORE gym
clothes with pal Hailey
Baldwin
Worked up a sweat
'Everything she made
was off-the-charts': Kris
Jenner pays tribute to
late friend Nicole Brown
Simpson and her
nachos recipe in new
cookbook
Snap decision? Kelly
Brook and David
McIntosh 'rekindled
romance after bonding
over their leaked sexy
snapshots'
Both upset by postings
I just called to say it's
triplets! Stevie
Wonder's pregnant
fiancée Tomeekah
Robyn Bracy with their
'secret daughter'... and
she's having three
more
They could be twins!
Annie Lennox and her
model daughter Tali are
a match in pea coats
and jeans during New
York stroll
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Cross-gender style fans

Long hair don't care!
Lucy Mecklenburgh
shows off newlyextended locks and
toned physique as she
pays a visit to her
Essex boutique
Make-up free Emily
Blunt and John
Krasinski can't stop
smiling as they enjoy a
casual stroll with baby
Hazel in New York
Eight months after birth
Very juicy! Imogen
Thomas showcases her
slender frame in
skintight pants and
leather ankle boots at
fashion event
Looked quite edgy
Time to face the
make-up! Dressed
down Mel B looks tired
as she arrives at
rehearsals ahead of X
Factor live finals
A break from glamour
Shia LaBeouf cuts a
lonesome figure
smoking a cigarette on
a park bench... as he
continues with his
promotional tour for
new movie Fury
'Go America!'
Pregnant Blake Lively
glows in silk
puppy-print jumpsuit as
she joins her
Sisterhood Of The
Traveling Pants pals at
Ferrera's Off-Broadway
show
Rachel McAdams and
Ryan Reynolds cosy up
on the yellow carpet in
Toronto as they receive
stars on Canada's Walk
of Fame
They looked cosy
Bringing her A game!
Naomi Watts shows off
her super mum skills as
she goes from football
pitch to charity event
with Liev Schreiber and
her two boys
Hollywood muse
Lupita Nyong'o stuns in
silk LBD at charity art
dinner in London
The 12 Years A Slave star
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was the picture of
elegance

Ravishing in red!
Rachel McAdams goes
for glam in stunning
scarlet gown as she is
inducted into Canada's
Walk of Fame
Enviable in Tornto
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Did Sherlock star
Benedict Cumberbatch
makes flying visit
girlfriend's mother to
ask for daughter's
hand?
Romance in the air
From dainty doll to
vamp vixen! Rooney
Mara shows all sides in
pretty florals and sheer
black at Rome Film
Festival
Keeping us guessing
Visiting Joe? Sofia
Vergara jet outs of LAX
as boyfriend
Manganiello shows off
buff arms on Magic
Mike XXL set
Romance heating up
'Basically the best':
The cast of One Tree
Hill prove they're still
thick as thieves at
reunion in France for
the second 'From
Wilmington To Paris'
convention
Baby Trump's day out!
Ivanka Trump takes her
family for a stroll in
Central Park following
the one-year birthday of
little baby Joseph
Added colour to grey day
Her heart's on her
sleeve! Rita Ora rocks
boyfriend Ricky Hil's
jacket as she touches
down in London
Looks like she's trying to
keep close to him!
An unlikely couple:
Mindy Kaling and Matt
Damon get up close
and personal as they
share a tender moment
while filming Super
Bowl commercial
together
'That kind of a day':
Alessandra Ambrosio
soaks up the sun in a
skimpy bikini before
flashing her midriff at
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the pumpkin patch
Doting mum-of-two

Nicole Richie displays
her flair for fashion as
she puts her own
unique twist on the
black and white trend at
House Of Harlow
holiday collection
launch
Cara Delevingne puts
her taut tum on display
in cropped bralette and
skintight leather pants
as she sports two
outfits in one day for
clothing brand launch
The dream team!
Supermodel Cara
Delevingne 'has
recorded her first single
with Pharrell Williams'
as she prepares to
launch music career
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
New York beckons for
'Air Miles Fergie' as she
prepares to spend more
time with daughter
Eugenie
Loves lavish air travel
Enjoying the single
life? Justin Bieber
invites a bevy of
scantily-clad women
back to his apartment
Rumoured to have split
from Selena Gomez
Jessica Lange, 65,
suits up in Kimono
House blazer alongside
eight other fabulous
ladies for ELLE's
Women In Hollywood
issue
Pregnant Blake Lively
covers her growing
bump with her favourite
Michelle Kim coat,
which she bought in
THREE colours
'Obsessed with creation
Malin Akerman shows
off her trim figure in an
'80s prom-inspired
wet-look leather dress
on the green carpet for
the Environmental
Media Awards
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Doing the heavy
lifting: A shirtless Ryan
Kwanten can barely
keep his hands off
girlfriend Ashley Sisino
as they smooch ... in
front of his parents!
'She is head over
heels': Evan Rachel
Wood 'dating' Ray
Donovan star Katherine
Moennig following
marriage split
Unfussed by age gap
Sensory overload!
Jada Pinkett Smith is
sexy in green suede
dress next to cool in
grey co-star Ben
McKenzie at Gotham
event
Art attack! Gabi
Grecko glues glittery
jewels to her bare chest
as she goes topless in
sexy snaps for fiancée
Geoffrey Edelsten...
then heads out in same
look
Are they working out?
Tim Robards and Anna
Heinrich cuddle up at
fitness expo while
Michelle Bridges and
The Commando pose
separately
'The coolest birthday
ever!' Zac Efron rings in
his 27th year with bike
ride in Copenhagen
In Denmark with rumoured
new girlfriend Sami Miro

'Dr. Luke has tortured
me & my family!' Kesha
'wrote letters to fans
revealing she was
abused by producer
nine months before
going public with rape
claims'
Lana Del Rey puffs on
cigarette while clad in
tropical pleated
wrap-dress at her
Hollywood Forever
Cemetery concert
James Franco attended
Floral-tastic! The
Walking Dead's Emily
Kinney embraces her
bohemian side as the
new face of Nikki Rich's
spring collection
Making her mark
Her mini soccer star!
Pregnant Shakira holds
on tight to cherubic son
Milan as they support
Gerard Pique at
Barcelona match
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A budding big fan

'Time for a change!'
Sarah Michelle Gellar
unveils sassy new
cropped 'do on
Instagram
The Crazy Ones star
ready for a fresh start?
Looking incredibly
Ernest... master of
disguise Dominic West
makes big impression
as literary giant
Hemingway
Uncanny resemblance
'I'm trying to help
Amanda Bynes': Sam
Lutfi attempts to clear
his name as 'problem
solver' to the stars in
bizarre open letter
Called 'shady svengali'
Hilaria Baldwin can't
resist striking a yoga
pose as she spends the
day at the pumpkin
patch with husband
Alec and their
blue-eyed babe
Carmen
Pregnant Sara Gilbert
dresses blossoming
baby bump in a bright
yellow top while at the
pumpkin patch with her
family
Casually dressed
'I was tied up in trees
and punched in the
face': Derek Hough
reveals horrifying
details of being bullied
as a child in Utah
Opened his heart
Girl power! Cheryl
Fernandez-Versini
steals Mel B's thunder
on the Jonathan Ross
show in stunning
Grecian gown... as she
claims marriage is
'great'
Baby's first
Halloween! Pete Wentz
and his family fawn
over Saint Lazslo
during fun day at the
pumpkin patch
Had aby boy with model
Meagan Camper
Former Buffy star
Nicholas Brendon
arrested on two
misdemeanor counts...
just two weeks after
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tying the knot
Looked worse for wear

Heidi Klum holds
hands with boyfriend
Vito Schnabel as they
jet into London... after
divorce from Seal is
finalised
Landed at Heathrow
Birthday girl Freida
Pinto looks worsefor-wear as she
performs pole dance on
parking meter outside
LA strip club
Went a bit Slumdog
Sunny side up! Serena
Williams shows off her
athletic physique in
plunging yellow frock
as tennis stars gather
for the WTA finals in
Singapore
Tartan Kingdom!
Gwen Stefani rocks a
tricky trend in
patchwork jeans and
bold sunglasses for LA
beauty appointment
Had acupuncture
Great body of work!
Jasmin Walia shows off
her svelte frame in a
crop top and
high-waisted shorts as
she parties in Essex
Always dares to bare
'Kris is devastated':
Kardashian matriarch
shocked by revelation
that Bruce Jenner is
'dating her lookalike
best friend Ronda
Kamihira'
He's her biggest fan!
Robert Pattinson
follows girlfriend FKA
twigs from Belgium to
Germany as her
European tour hits
Cologne
Ultimate groupie
Ghosts of EastEnders
past! Ian Beale set to be
haunted by dearly
departed Lucy, Pat,
Kathy and Cindy in
Children In Need
special
Moving on! Paula
Patton grins happily as
she steps out solo in
NYC after filing for
divorce from Robin
Thicke
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Has been moping

Katie Holmes and
daughter Suri get into
the Halloween spirit as
they shop for spooky
items in LA
After her recent move
from New York
Little smitten! David
Walliams and his model
wife Lara Stone enjoy a
romantic meal at
celebrity Mayfair haunt
Scott's

Mommy's little pirate!
Hilary Duff and
estranged husband
Mike Comrie take son
Luca to a Halloween
costume party
Swashbuckling scene
Susan Sarandon to
take on role of Marilyn
Monroe's paranoid
schizophrenic mother
in new miniseries about
the iconic actress
Plays Gladys Bake
Shirtless Emile Hirsch
snuggles with adorable
son Valor in
heartwarming snap
after joining Instagram
on Friday
Son turns one next week
Table for one! Rihanna
cuts a fashionable
figure in furry green
coat and patchwork
jeans as she dines
alone in New York

The boys are back in
town! Gareth Gates and
Blue lead the man-band
nostalgia as The Big
Reunion tour kicks off
in Sheffield
TV hit on stage
Killer Look! Nicole
Scherzinger turns
heads in sequinned
LBD... as she calls Alan
Carr 'so stupid and
dumb' during Stand Up
To Cancer special
Suki Waterhouse lets
her messy brown
tresses down on wild
girls' night at the
Chiltern Firehouse
Pride and Prejudice and
Zombies stars party
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New mother Mila
Kunis takes the wheel
in FIRST sighting since
she and fiancé Ashton
Kutcher welcomed
daughter Wyatt
Appeared tired
Back to where it all
started: One Direction
star Louis Tomlinson
makes a stop at The X
Factor to mentor
singing hopefuls
Showed them how to win
Driving Mrs Pitt!
Angelina Jolie dons
sunglasses and
cheetah print hat as she
continues filming By
The Sea in Malta
Working honeymoon
Tori Spelling looks
stressed-out and
serious as she runs
errands solo in LA
ahead of the second
season premiere of her
reality show
DR ELLIE CANNON:
Agyness Deyn is a role
model for epileptics
after playing sufferer
'defined by her
sexiness and strength,
rather than medical
condition'
'We're pretty
shattered right now':
Nicole Kidman reveals
the pain her family are
going through following
the sudden loss of her
father Dr Antony
Kidman
This way to the gun
show! Chris Hemsworth
shows off bulging
biceps in tight white
Tee as he leaves LA
business meeting
Thor's arm (no hammer)
Float this way! Rocker
Steven Tyler drifts out
to sea on a kayak as he
enjoys Hawaiian
vacation with bikini-clad
companion
Mystery younger woman
Beyonce channels
pin-up model Bettie
Page with new fringe
and floral playsuit as
she enjoys night out
with Jay Z and Adele
At Harry's Bar in London
Fashion twins! How
Taylor Swift and Amal
Clooney have
near-identical taste in
clothes
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Matched on no less than
eight occasions

Gold star for effort:
Katherine Jenkins looks
lovely in glittering
dress as she steps out
with new husband
Andrew Levitas in LA
Newlyweds night out!
Breathtaking! Taylor
Swift swaps preppy for
edgy as she sizzles on
the cover of Harper's
Bazaar Germany
Rocked an edgier tone

You are always on my
mind! Proud daddy
Ashton Kutcher wears
favourite W cap AGAIN
in honour of newborn
daughter Wyatt as he
runs errands in LA
From head to toe! Lily
Allen matches her lilac
tresses to her trainers
as she steps out for
casual lunch in skinnies
and vest
She was in high spirits
Rare night out! Adele
rocks low-key style in
grey cape and black
skinny jeans as she
parties with Beyonce
and Jay Z
Stepped out of limelight
'We were stupid
beyond belief to have
that lion in our house':
Tippi Hedren reveals
her regrets at letting
beast share family
home - and sleep in
Melanie's bed!

Today's headlines

Most Read

Is this the woman who will save Paul
Gascoigne? Friends of football legend
hope new girlfriend will help him...
Labour's NHS shame exposed: Mail
investigation reveals meltdown in Labour-run
Welsh NHS with police probing...
Glimpses of the after-life: A top brain
surgeon told how he saw heaven while in
a coma. Today, he reveals...
New fathers must have same pay rights as
mothers, says Nick Clegg, who vows to
smash 'Edwardian' view on...
Why the NHS ISN'T safe in Red Ed's
hands: Miliband says only Labour can be
trusted on health but this...
Red Ed blow as Scots turn backs on Labour,
with Tories ahead in the polls for the first time
since the...
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DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Miliband's
terrifying blueprint for the NHS
NHS boob-job scrounger Josie Cunningham
says she will sell her BREAST MILK to make
money... after describing...
Travellers take over a seafront: Council
bid to force out caravans as they set up
home beside yacht club,...
Your winter wardrobe from £50 to £500: The
best of this season's high street bargains and
designer buys
Agonising pain, broken bones and even
spinal damage...Forget killer heels. It's
flats that really leave your...
Brave Lynda Bellingham receives standing
ovation as she makes emotional final
appearance on Loose Women
PM slashes the welfare cap to £23,000 a
year: £300m in benefit savings 'will help
fund millions of...
Rip up five-year parliaments act, Cameron
told by MPs: Revolt brewing over
controversial fixed-term rule...
Bin the brollies! As Britain is set for a
soaking, GYLES BRANDRETH on why
umbrellas drive him bonkers
Captain asks passengers to volunteer to get
off easyJet plane that was 'too HEAVY to fly'
(and they get £250...
Revealed: King Tut had girlish hips, a
club foot and buck teeth according to a
‘virtual autopsy’ that showed...
Crackdown on the cyber-mobs poisoning
Britain: Sentence for web trolls to be
quadrupled to two years after...
DOMINIC LAWSON: This 'crackdown' on
trolls shows Cameron thinks we're all
stupid
PETER MCKAY: Get ready for another
bonanza for lawyers
Britain would be irrelevant without us,
claims EU chief... and he says plan to cap
migration is illegal,...
The danger of common childhood illnesses:
Tonsillitis and ear infections 'can cause
hearing loss in later...
Parents 'can't afford to retire' as they're
funding their children's lifestyles, with
daughters costing them...
Praise be! Bob, 85, defies death threats from
Satanists to return derelict church to its
former glory
Could this Dyson humidifier be the £500
solution for that itchy, flaky, dry winter
skin?
The generation poorer than their parents:
Wages for under-30s stuck in 15 year slump,
Government warned
Alcopops are ‘fuelling a rise in liver
deaths’, warn doctors as death rate rises
40% in just 10 years
Why is this coat just £89 in one catalogue but
£115 in another?
Think your family's a handful? Meet the
mother who had FOUR babies in nine
months!
How fussy eaters keep mum busy: Nearly half
admit bribing their children with treats to get
them to finish...
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A pint of beer a day 'can double men's
fertility': But coffee and being vegetarian
cuts odds of conceiving
Whiplash gravy train is grinding to a halt:
Crackdown on bogus claims sees payouts fall
by a third
I'm blind as a bat, says Boris Johnson:
London Mayor admits to needing his
glasses to see anything around...
Bill Oddie calls for Chinese-style quota on
baby numbers rather than curbs on
immigration
How Viagra could help halt heart attacks
and strokes, with some doctors saying it
should be routinely...
The Taliban boy aged just THREE being
trained for war who says he's 'going to shoot
people'
ISIS fighters taking heavy losses in battle
for border town of Kobane as US
bombers stop extremists' attempt...
ISIS hostage John Cantlie 'believes two-thirds'
of what he says in propaganda videos, says
his sister
From the Eton of comprehensives to a
jihadi's death in the desert: Teachers
reveal shock at the 'sweet,...
Afghan villager whose rescue of US Navy
SEAL was fictionalized in Mark Wahlberg
movie Lone Survivor is...
Did Excalibur die for nothing? Spanish
nurse whose dog was put down after she
contracted Ebola has...
British nurse who survived Ebola back in
country where he caught the deadly virus to
battle the outbreak
Ebola lockdown: British plan to send
3,000 UK troops into Sierra Leone to set
up military blockades to...
Ebola hysteria sweeps US schools: Teacher
who visited Dallas told not to come to work as
hundreds of...
Carnival DENIES keeping Ebola cruise
passengers in the dark: Relieved guests
describe ordeal on ship...
Teashop owner who told avalanche victims
'Give me £6 and I'll rescue you': He marched
some to their...
Honeymoon murder suspect Dewani
'threw pizza party for 500 just days after
his wife was murdered' - and was...
As 200 of his art works go on sale... How
many of this master forger's fakes are
hanging in our galleries?
Vito Mannone will ask Sunderland
team-mates to refund fans who travelled
south to watch 8-0 drubbing by...
NHS boss tells his staff to slim down and set
an example: Nurses and doctors urged to join
diet classes and...
MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
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TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did
the Bible really feature green underpants
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